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The Tale Of Benjamin Bunny Peter Rabbit
Potter's cherished Peter Rabbit tales come alive in this collection of 13 timeless tales, each perfect for reading in five minutes
or less. Full color.
Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale
we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they meet a
cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have
been up to!Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her first book, The
Tale of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a series of stories based around animal
characters including Mrs. Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten.Her humorous,
lively tales and beautiful illustrations have become a natural part of childhood.
Benjamin Bunny, the cousin of Peter Rabbit, was inspired in a real rabbit, the first that belonged to Beatrix Potter. “He is an
abject coward”, she wrote, “but believes in bluster, could stare our old dog out of countenance, chase a cat that has turned
tail.” He was also a very handsome rabbit. This book contains many views of Fawe Park, in the Lake District, that Beatrix Potter
sketched while on holiday. It was first published in 1904. • All original illustrations remastered and digitally enhanced.
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
In Benjamin Bunny,she Created a Simple, Didactic Tale for Young Children
With Original Illustrations
The Tale Of Benjamin Bunny By Beatrix Potter
Large Print
The Tale of Mr. Tod
This collection of all twenty-three of Potter's famous tales contains such favorites as "Squirrel Nutkin," "Peter Rabbit," and
"Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle."
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very
popular character since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr
McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to
the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have been up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one
of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her first book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick
Warne in 1902, she went on to create a series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs. Tiggy-winkle,
Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten. Her humorous, lively tales and beautiful
illustrations have become a natural part of childhood. With revenue from the sales of her books, Beatrix Potter bought a
farm - Hill Top - in the English Lake District, where she later became a farmer and prize-winning sheep breeder. She
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launched the now vast merchandise programme by patenting the very first Peter Rabbit doll in 1903. The product range
continues to grow today with licences around the world including baby clothing and bedding, nursery decor products and
collectables. Upon her death, Beatrix Potter left 14 farms and over 4000 acres of Lake District farmland to the National
Trust so that the place that she loved would remain undeveloped and protected for future generations to enjoy. Today
Beatrix Potter's original 23 tales are still published by Frederick Warne, alongside a wide range of other formats including
baby books, activity books and gift and sound books. The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is number four in Beatrix Potter's series of
23 little books. Look out for the rest! 1 The Tale of Peter Rabbit 2 The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin 3 The Tailor of Gloucester 4
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny 5 The Tale of Two Bad Mice 6 The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 7 The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 8
The Tale of Tom Kitten 9 The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck 10 The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 11 The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse
12 The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes 13 The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse 14 The Tale of Mr. Tod 15 The Tale of Pigling Bland 16 The
Tale of Samuel Whiskers 17 The Tale of The Pie and the Patty-Pan 18 The Tale of Ginger and Pickles 19 The Tale of Little Pig
Robinson 20 The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 21 The Story of Miss Moppet 22 Appley Dapply's Nursery Rhymes 23 Cecily
Parsley's Nursery Rhymes
The treasured tale of little Benjamin Bunny is now available in a board book format featuring charming original artwork from
New York Times bestselling illustrator Charles Santore. Join little Benjamin Bunny as he and mischievous Peter Rabbit stir up
trouble on Mr. McGregor’s garden. Incredible illustrations with the finest details from New York Times bestselling artist
Charles Santore capture the spirit of this classic tale, printed on sturdy board stock that will withstand years and
generations of repeated reading and handling. This edition is a must-have for every child’s library.
Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication in 1904. In this
tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they
meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what
they have been up to!
Classic Illustrated Edition
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse, The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck, The Tale of Tom Kitten, The
Tale of Pigling Bland, The Tale of Two Bad Mice, The Tale of Mr. Tod and many more
Tale of Benjamin Bunny Coloring Book
With Original Illustrated
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
"The Tale of Benjamin Bunny" is a children's book written and illustrated by Beatrix Potter, and first published by Frederick Warne & Co. in
September 1904. The book is a sequel to "The Tale of Peter Rabbit" (1902), and tells of Peter's return to Mr. McGregor's garden with his
cousin Benjamin to retrieve the clothes he lost there during his previous adventure. In "Benjamin Bunny", Potter deepened the rabbit universe
she created in "Peter Rabbit", and, in doing so, suggested the rabbit world was parallel to the human world but complete and sufficient unto
itself. "Benjamin Bunny" was an instant commercial and popular success, and thousands of copies were in print by the end of 1904. "The
Times Literary Supplement" thought Potter's illustrations "pencil perfect", but suggested that she engage a literary assistant for future
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productions. Potter created a nursery wallpaper tapping Benjamin's image, and Benjamin returned as an adult rabbit in the "Flopsy Bunnies"
and "Mr. Tod". In 1992, "Benjamin Bunny" was adapted as an episode of the BBC animated television series, "The World of Peter Rabbit and
Friends".
Differentiated book- It has a historical context with research of the timeBenjamin Bunny's Story is a children's book written and illustrated by
Beatrix Potter, and first published by Frederick Warne & Co. in September 1904. The book is a sequel to The Tale of Peter Rabbit (1902), and
tells of Peter's return to Mr. McGregor's garden with his cousin Benjamin to retrieve the clothes he lost there during his previous adventure. In
Benjamin Bunny, Potter deepened the rabbit universe she created in Peter Rabbit, and in doing so suggested that the rabbit world was parallel
to the human world but complete and sufficient in itself. In 1903 Potter and his publisher decided that his next book should be less complicated
than his previous productions, and in Benjamin Bunny he created a simple didactic tale for young children.The book's master illustrations were
based on various gardens on the Lake District estate in Fawe Park, where Potter spent the summer of 1903. He was sensitive to the openings
and endings of his books, and insisted that Benjamin Bunny finish with the words " rabbit-tobacco ", a term that appropriated the stories of Joel
Chandler Harris' uncle Remus, one of his literary heroes.
Peter and Benjamin Rabbit save the bunny babies from the oven of Mr. Tod, the fox.
Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale, we hear all
about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they meet a cat! This book also
includes: The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes, The Tale of the Pie and the Patty-Pan and The Story of Miss Moppet.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny Sound Book
The Tale Of Benjamin Bunny (Annotated)
The Tale Of Benjamin Bunny
A Pop-up Adventure
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny illustrated

In this retelling with pop-up illustrations, Peter's mischievous cousin, Benjamin Bunny, persuades him to
go back to Mr. McGregor's garden to retrieve the clothes he lost there.
This story is about two mischievous rabbits, Peter and Benjamin and how they cannot keep themselves
out of trouble. Children will love the durable, shaped board book telling THE TALE OF BENJAMIN
BUNNY. This story is the retold from the original edition of Benjamin Bunny written by Beatrix Potter
and is guaranteed to hold your children's attention.
1901, Potter privately published The Tale of Peter Rabbit, and, in 1902, Frederick Warne & Co.
published a trade edition of the book, which was hugely successful. In 1904, she followed Peter Rabbit
with its sequel, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, and continued the rabbit saga in 1909 with The Tale of the
Flopsy Bunnies and in 1912 with The Tale of Mr. Tod. All the tales were in part inspired by Joel Chandler
Harris's Uncle Remus stories, which Potter illustrated as early as 1893 in an attempt to find a career
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direction. Potter was unable to successfully translate Harris's characters to the English country garden,
but she transformed the American author's "lippity-clippity, clippity-lippity" to "lippity-lippity" in Peter
Rabbit, and used his "rabbit tobacco" (lavender) in Benjamin Bunny and Mr. Tod. None of her rabbit
characters were based on Br'er Rabbit; Harris's rabbit wins by cunning, but Potter's Benjamin and Peter
win by pure luck. Potter scholar Ruth K. MacDonald has assessed the rabbit universe in Potter as a more
pleasant place than that found in Harris's stories.
The Tale Of Benjamin Bunny: With Original Illustrations The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original
classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character
since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr
McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening,
is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have been
up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her
first book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a
series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs. Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima
Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten. Her humorous, lively tales and beautiful illustrations
have become a natural part of childhood. With revenue from the sales of her books, Beatrix Potter
bought a farm - Hill Top - in the English Lake District, where she later became a farmer and prizewinning sheep breeder. She launched the now vast merchandise programme by patenting the very first
Peter Rabbit doll in 1903. The product range continues to grow today with licences around the world
including baby clothing and bedding, nursery decor products and collectables. Upon her death, Beatrix
Potter left 14 farms and over 4000 acres of Lake District farmland to the National Trust so that the place
that she loved would remain undeveloped and protected for future generations to enjoy. Today Beatrix
Potter's original 23 tales are still published by Frederick Warne, alongside a wide range of other formats
including baby books, activity books and gift and sound books. The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is number
four in Beatrix Potter's series of 23 little books. Look out for the rest! 1 The Tale of Peter Rabbit 2 The
Tale of Squirrel Nutkin 3 The Tailor of Gloucester 4 The Tale of Benjamin Bunny 5 The Tale of Two Bad
Mice 6 The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 7 The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 8 The Tale of Tom Kitten 9 The
Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck 10 The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 11 The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse 12 The
Tale of Timmy Tiptoes 13 The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse 14 The Tale of Mr. Tod 15 The Tale of Pigling
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Bland 16 The Tale of Samuel Whiskers 17 The Tale of The Pie and the Patty-Pan 18 The Tale of Ginger
and Pickles 19 The Tale of Little Pig Robinson 20 The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 21 The Story of Miss
Moppet 22 Appley Dapply's Nursery Rhymes 23 Cecily Parsley's Nursery Rhymes
Peter Rabbit 5-Minute Stories
Original Text
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny
Wich Original Illustrations
The Classic Tale of Benjamin Bunny
An easy-to-read abridgement of the classic tale of Peter Rabbit's mischievous cousin, Benjamin Bunny, who persuades him to go back to Mr.
McGregor's garden to retrieve the clothes he lost there.
About The Tale of Benjamin Bunny The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin
Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures
in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two
pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have been up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved
children's authors of all time. From her first book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a
series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs. Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and
Tom Kitten. Her humorous, lively tales and beautiful illustrations have become a natural part of childhood. With revenue from the sales of her
books, Beatrix Potter bought a farm - Hill Top - in the English Lake District, where she later became a farmer and prize-winning sheep
breeder. She launched the now vast merchandise programme by patenting the very first Peter Rabbit doll in 1903. The product range
continues to grow today with licences around the world including baby clothing and bedding, nursery decor products and collectables. Upon
her death, Beatrix Potter left 14 farms and over 4000 acres of Lake District farmland to the National Trust so that the place that she loved
would remain undeveloped and protected for future generations to enjoy. Today Beatrix Potter's original 23 tales are still published by
Frederick Warne, alongside a wide range of other formats including baby books, activity books and gift and sound books. The Tale of
Benjamin Bunny is number four in Beatrix Potter's series of 23 little books. Look out for the rest! 1 The Tale of Peter Rabbit 2 The Tale of
Squirrel Nutkin 3 The Tailor of Gloucester 4 The Tale of Benjamin Bunny 5 The Tale of Two Bad Mice 6 The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 7 The
Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 8 The Tale of Tom Kitten 9 The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck 10 The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 11 The Tale of
Mrs. Tittlemouse 12 The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes 13 The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse 14 The Tale of Mr. Tod 15 The Tale of Pigling Bland 16
The Tale of Samuel Whiskers 17 The Tale of The Pie and the Patty-Pan 18 The Tale of Ginger and Pickles 19 The Tale of Little Pig Robinson
20 The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 21 The Story of Miss Moppet 22 Appley Dapply's Nursery Rhymes 23 Cecily Parsley's Nursery Rhymes
When Mr. McGregor and his wife leave home in their gig, Benjamin Bunny and his cousin Peter Rabbit venture into Mr. McGregor's garden to
retrieve the clothes Peter lost there in The Tale of Peter Rabbit. They find the blue jacket and brown shoes on a scarecrow, but Peter is
apprehensive about lingering in the garden because of his previous experience. Benjamin delays their departure by gathering onions, which
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he wraps in Peter's handkerchief, hoping to give them to his aunt, Peter's mother. He then takes a casual stroll around the garden, followed
by an increasingly nervous Peter.Rounding a corner, they see a cat and hide under a basket, but the cat then sits on top of the basket for five
hours, trapping the pair. Old Mr. Bunny (Benjamin's father, Peter's maternal uncle, and Old Mrs. Bunny's brother) enters the garden. He
smokes a pipe and holds a little switch. He knocks the cat off of the basket and locks her in the greenhouse, then he rescues Benjamin and
Peter. However, he also punishes the rabbits for going to Mr. McGregor's garden by whipping them with the switch.
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny illustrated Beatrix Potter - The basis for the 2018 film, Peter Rabbit has been hailed as one of the bestselling
stories of all time and has been adapted into countless mediums, including books, films, board games, coloring books, and more. The original
story features a young rebellious rabbit who, despite his mother's wishes, enters the dangerous garden of Mr. McGregor to feast on its
endless bounty. From there on out, he gets himself into all kinds of trouble.Originally published as separate stories throughout the early
twentieth century, The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit contains all four stories featuring the famous bunny, including The
Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Mr. Tod, and The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies.Featuring all of the original
illustrations by Beatrix Potter enhanced and re-formatted, follow the exciting adventures of Peter Rabbit and some of his most famous furry
friends.
The Complete Tales
Full-Color Storybook
Tale of Benjamin Bunny
A Pop-up Book
With Original Illustrations BY BEATRIX POTTER
The adventures of little Benjamin Bunny when he helps Peter Rabbit fetch his clothes from Mr. McGregor's
garden.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny Sound Book is an 18-button sound book that offers a fun and
interactive story and comes complete with a special game to play in the back of the book.
Tale of Benjamin Bunny Coloring BookCourier Corporation
When Mr. McGregor and his wife leave home in their gig, Benjamin Bunny and his cousin Peter Rabbit
venture into Mr. McGregor's garden to retrieve the clothes Peter lost there in The Tale of Peter Rabbit.
They find the blue jacket and brown shoes on a scarecrow, but Peter is apprehensive about lingering in
the garden because of his previous experience. Benjamin delays their departure by gathering onions,
which he wraps in Peter's handkerchief, hoping to give them to his aunt, Peter's mother. He then takes a
casual stroll around the garden, followed by an increasingly nervous Peter. Rounding a corner, they see
a cat and hide under a basket, but the cat then sits on top of the basket for five hours, trapping the
pair. Old Mr. Bunny (Benjamin's father, Peter's maternal uncle, and Old Mrs. Bunny's brother) enters the
garden. He smokes a pipe and holds a little switch. He knocks the cat off of the basket and locks her in
the greenhouse, then he rescues Benjamin and Peter. However, he although is happy that both Peter and
Benjamin are safe and unharmed, he is very cross and punishes them for going to Mr. McGregor's garden.
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Then he whips them with the switch. Once he gets home, Peter gives the onions to his mother, who
forgives his adventure because he has managed to recover his lost jacket and shoes. Then he and
Cottontail fold up the pocket handkerchief and their mother strings the onions and rabbit tobacco from
the ceiling. Following his return to the garden, Mr. McGregor is puzzled by the ridiculously small
footprints, the scarecrow's missing clothes and the cat locked in the greenhouse.
With Original Illustration
An Authorized Edition
(Annotated Edition)
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny(classic Illustrated)
Contains The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Mr. Tod, and The Tale of the
Flopsy Bunnies
This unique collection of Beatrix Potter's most beloved children's books has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards. "The Tale of Peter Rabbit" is a British children's book written and illustrated by Beatrix Potter that follows mischievous
and disobedient young Peter Rabbit as he is chased about the garden of Mr. McGregor. He escapes and returns home to his mother
who puts him to bed after dosing him with camomile tea. "The Tale of Benjamin Bunny" is a sequel, and tells of Peter's return to Mr.
McGregor's garden with his cousin Benjamin to retrieve the clothes he lost there during his previous adventure. "The Tale of the
Flopsy Bunnies": Benjamin Bunny and his cousin Flopsy are the parents of six young rabbits called simply The Flopsy Bunnies.
The story concerns how the Flopsy Bunnies, while raiding a rubbish heap of rotting vegetables, fall asleep and are captured by Mr.
McGregor who places them in a sack. "The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck": Jemima is a domestic duck of the Aylesbury breed,
whose eggs are routinely confiscated by the farmer's wife because she believes Jemima a poor sitter. Jemima searches for a place
away from the farm where she can hatch her eggs without human interference, and naively confides her woes to a fox… "The Tale of
Mrs. Tittlemouse" is about tidiness. Mrs. Tittlemouse is a woodmouse who lives in a "funny house" of long passages and
storerooms beneath a hedge. "The Tale of Tom Kitten" is about manners and how children react to them. Tabitha Twitchit, a cat,
invites friends for tea. She washes and dresses her three kittens for the party, but within moments the kittens have soiled and lost
their clothes... The Tale of Samuel Whiskers (The Roly-Poly Pudding) The Tailor of Gloucester The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle The
Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher The Tale of Pigling Bland The Tale of Two Bad Mice The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse The Tale of Mr.Tod
Beloved sequel to Peter Rabbit, with black-and-white line illustrations after Potter’s original watercolors. Complete unabridged text
from original 1904 edition. Children share in fun of helping illustrate book. 29 illustrations.
Featuring full color illustrations, this handsome book contains all four original Peter Rabbit stories. The basis for countless
television shows and the hit 2018 film voiced by James Corden, Rose Bryne, and Margot Robbie, Peter Rabbit has been hailed as
one of the bestselling stories of all time The original story features a young rebellious rabbit who, despite his mother’s wishes,
enters the dangerous garden of Mr. McGregor to feast on its endless bounty. From there on out, he gets himself into all kinds of
trouble. Featuring all of the original illustrations by Beatrix Potter enhanced and re-formatted, follow the exciting adventures of
Peter Rabbit and some of his most famous furry friends.
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Stickers of Potter's most beloved characters add to the fun of this children's tale.
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny by Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny(???)(CD1???)(The Classic Primium Peter Rabit Series 4)(??? HardC
The World of Peter Rabbit & His Friends: 14 Books with 450+ Original Illustrations
With Peter Rabbit
The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character
since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what
happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out
what they have been up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her first book, The Tale
of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs.
Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten. Her humorous, lively tales and beautiful illustrations
have become a natural part of childhood. With revenue from the sales of her books, Beatrix Potter bought a farm - Hill Top - in the English Lake
District, where she later became a farmer and prize-winning sheep breeder. She launched the now vast merchandise programme by patenting the
very first Peter Rabbit doll in 1903. The product range continues to grow today with licences around the world including baby clothing and
bedding, nursery decor products and collectables. Upon her death, Beatrix Potter left 14 farms and over 4000 acres of Lake District farmland to
the National Trust so that the place that she loved would remain undeveloped and protected for future generations to enjoy.
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character
since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what
happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out
what they have been up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her first book, The Tale
of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs.
Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten.
Peter's mischievous cousin, Benjamin Bunny, persuades him to go back to Mr. McGregor's garden to retrieve the clothes he lost there.
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is an original classic by Beatrix Potter. Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character
since this book's first publication in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and what
happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out
what they have been up to! Beatrix Potter is regarded as one of the world's best-loved children's authors of all time. From her first book, The Tale
of Peter Rabbit, published by Frederick Warne in 1902, she went on to create a series of stories based around animal characters including Mrs.
Tiggy-winkle, Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher and Tom Kitten. Her humorous, lively tales and beautiful illustrations
have become a natural part of childhood. With revenue from the sales of her books, Beatrix Potter bought a farm - Hill Top - in the English Lake
District, where she later became a farmer and prize-winning sheep breeder. She launched the now vast merchandise programme by patenting the
very first Peter Rabbit doll in 1903.
With Original Illustations
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Illustrated Edition
Illustrated in Colour
The Tales of Beatrix Potter 4
The Comprehensive Edition Featuring All of Beatrix Potter's Original Illustrations
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny is a children's book written and illustrated by Beatrix Potter, and first
published by Frederick Warne & Co. in September 1904. The book is a sequel to The Tale of Peter Rabbit
(1902) and tells of Peter's return to Mr. McGregor's garden with his cousin Benjamin to retrieve the
clothes he lost there during his previous adventure. In Benjamin Bunny, Potter deepened the rabbit
universe she created in Peter Rabbit, and, in doing so, suggested the rabbit world was parallel to the
human world but complete and sufficient unto itself.In 1903, Potter and her publisher decided her next
book should be less complicated than her previous productions, and in Benjamin Bunny, she created a
simple, didactic tale for young children. The book's masterful illustrations were based upon the
several gardens at the Lake District estate of Fawe Park, where Potter spent the summer of 1903. She
was sensitive to the openings and endings of her books, and insisted Benjamin Bunny finish with the
words "rabbit-tobacco", a term she appropriated from the Uncle Remus stories by Joel Chandler Harris,
one of her literary heroes.Benjamin Bunny was an instant commercial and popular success, and thousands
of copies were in print by the end of 1904. The Times Literary Supplement thought Potter's
illustrations "pencil perfect", [1] but suggested that she engage a literary assistant for future
productions. Potter created a nursery wallpaper tapping Benjamin's image, and Benjamin returned as an
adult rabbit in the Flopsy Bunnies and Mr. Tod. In 1992, Benjamin Bunny was adapted as an episode of
the BBC animated television series, The World of Peter Rabbit and Friends.The story is about Peter's
cousin Benjamin who came to visit and Peter returns to Mr. McGregor's garden with his cousin Benjamin
to retrieve the jacket he lost during his previous visit.Benjamin decided to fill Peter's handkerchief
with onions to give to his aunt for a present and he ate a lettuce leaf. Peter lead the way towards the
other end of the garden towards home and they saw a cat. They hid under a large basket and the cat sat
down upon the top of the basket for 5 hours.Old Mr. Benjamin Bunny went to Mr. McGregor's garden to
look for his son Benjamin with a little switch in his hand.Read the entire tale of Benjamin Bunny by
Beatrix Potter and find out about Peter and Benjamin Bunny's narrow escape.
The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit
A Pop-Up Book
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